Abstract. A well-known fact in the theory of secret sharing schemes is that shares must be of length at least as the secret itself. However, the proof of this lower bound uses the notion of information theoretic secrecy. A natural (and very practical) question is whether one can do better for secret sharing if the notion of secrecy is computational, namely, against resource bounded adversaries. In this note we observe that, indeed, one can do much better in the computational model (which is the one used in most applications). We present an m-threshold scheme, where m shares recover the secret but m -1 shares give no (computational) information on the secret, in which shares corresponding to a secret S are of size $ plus a short piece of information whose length does not depend on the secret size but just in the security parameter. (The bound of 5 is clearly optimal if the secret is to be recovered from m shares). Therefore, for moderately large secrets (a confidential file, a long message, a large data base) the savings in space and communication over traditional schemes is remarkable. The scheme is very simple and combines in a natural way traditiond (perfect) secret sharing schemes, encryption, and information dispersal. It is provable secure given a secure (e.g., private key) encryption function.
Introduction
Since their invention 15 years ago, secret sharing schemes [16, 21 have been extensively investigated. In particular, much work was done on the required length of the shares relative t o the secret size. It is a well known basic fact that shares of a secret have to be at least of the size of the secret itself, and most of the work on share sizes investigates when this lower bound can be achieved or must be exceeded for different kind of schemes. Having shares of the size of the secret is not a serious problem as long as these secrets are short, e.g. a short secret key, as most traditional applications require. However, this effect of information replication among the participants of a distributed environment can be very space and communication inefficient if the secret is a large confidential file, a long message to be transmitted over unreliable links, or a secret data base shared by several servers. Applications like these are becoming more and more
necessary.
The mentioned lower bound on the share size is related to the treatment of these secret sharing schemes in the sense of perfect (information theoretic) secrecy. A natural (and practical!) question is what can be done if the secrecy be not perfect but in a computational sense (i.e. against resource-bounded adversaries). ' Could the shares in this case be made significantly shorter relative to the secret size?
In this note we present a solution to the above question which is surprising in two senses.
-The resultant scheme is extremely space (and communication) efficient. It realizes an m-threshold scheme, where m shares recover the secret but m -1 shares give no (computational) information on the secret, in which shares corresponding to a secret S are of size plus a short piece of information whose length does not depend on the secret size but just in the security parameter. The bound of is clearly optimal if the secret is to be recovered from m shares.
-The resultant solution is strikingly simple. It just combines in a natural way traditional secret sharing schemes, with encryption and information dispersal techniques.
Our scheme is simple, practical and provable secure given a secure private key encryption system (in particular, it just requires the existence of a oneway function). In addition, we present a secret sharing scheme with the same properties as above which is also robust, namely, malicious participants cannot prevent the reconstruction of the secret by a legal coalition, even if they return modified shares. (Clearly, the total number of malicious participants must be under some bound). The latter can be achieved by using public-key signatures or, in a much more efficient way, by using the recently introduced distributed fingerprints [9] , together with the above mentioned techniques.
These constructions have many applications, especially in distributed scenarios where secrecy and integrity of information are to be protected. For example, consider a group of five servers sharing a data base of confidential information such that no pair of servers is allowed to learn about the information without the collaboration of a third one. (That is, the system tolerates up to two corrupted servers without compromising the information). Using a regular secret sharing scheme the amount of information stored in each server is equivalent to the whole data base size; in contrast, using our scheme each server keeps one third of the data base size (in other words, the total amount of information in the system has a 66% increase over the data base size in our solution compared to a 400% increase using the regular schemes). Same savings correspond to the amount of communication involved between the servers. Moreover, both storage and communications in this case are secret, and therefore the savings are even more significant.
A particularly interesting application of these space-efficient and robust secret sharing schemes is to the problem of secure message transmission defined in Computational secrecy is in no way a practical limitation. In fact, most implementations of theoretically perfect secret sharing schemes result in actual computational secrecy. This is the case, for example, when shares are encrypted for distribution or when the shares are produced with a pseudorandom generator.
[6]. There, two parties in an (incomplete) network try t o communicate a confidential message. Part of the nodes of the network axe controlled by an adversary that may want to derive information about the message as well as to corrupt it. The underlying idea in 16) (which investigates this problem in the information theoretic model) is that if n disjoint paths exist between the two parties, such that at most m of them are controlled by an adversary, then a solution to the problem is to decompose the message into n secret shares corresponding to an m-threshold scheme and transmit these shares over the n paths. In this solution, the complexity is given by the cost of computing, transmitting and storing these shares. Clearly, applying our solution significantly reduces this complexity relative t o traditional secret sharing schemes.
Computational Secret Sharing
An (n, m)-secret sharing scheme is a randomized protocol for the distribution of a secret S among n parties such that the recovery of the secret is possible out of m shares for a fixed value m, 1 5 m 5 n, while m -1 shares give no information OIL the secret S.
In this paper we deal with two different notions of secrecy according to the meaning of "no information" in the above formulation. One is perfect secrecy where "no information" is in the information theoretic sense; the other is computational secrecy where "no information" means no information that can be efficiently computed. We extend on these notions below.
Therefore, an (n, m)-secret sharing scheme consists of two processes; one the distribution process, the other the reconstruction process. The distribution process gets ~1 s input the secret S (and the values of n and m) and generates n shares Sl, Sz, . . , , Sn, which are privately delivered to the system participants.
The reconstruction process reconstructs the correct secret when input with any subset of m shares. Given a particular secret sharing algorithm A we denote by A ( S ) the n resultant shares S1, S Z , . . . , S,. Note that A($) is a random variable depending on the internal random coins of A.
For simplicity we do not formalize the exact domain of secrets and shares; in general this domain will depend on the specific scheme being used.
The notion of perfect secret sharing is well known and formalized in the literature. The notion of computational secret sharing, although very natural and widely used, is usually implicitly understood and less explicitly formalized. Although such a formalization is not the goal of this note, we outline here the basis for a formal definition. This is required in order to be able to prove that the particular construction we present is secure.
We start by outlining the definition of a secure encryption system. This has two reasons, one is that it is in such a secure function that the security of our construction relies; the other is that the definition of computational secret sharing schemes closely follows the definition of secure encryption. Rigorous definitions for secure encryption were first given in [S]. The reader is also referred to [7] for a detailed presentation of these notions, and for the treatment of the security of private key systems (as used in our paper).
The definitions presented here rely on the notion of polynomial indistinguishability. Roughly speaking, two probability distributions are polynomially indistinguishable if any probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm behaves essentially the same when its input is selected from either of the two distributions. This notion is formalized by means of probabilistic polynomial time tests that output 0 or 1 as their guesses for whether the input comes from the first distribution or from the second. The condition for indistinguishability is that any such test will succeed in guessing the correct distribution with probability at most 4 plus a negligible fraction (this probability depends on an equiprobable selection of any of the two distributions, the choice of the input according to the selected distribution and the internal coins of the test). The formal notion of indistinguishability is an asymptotical one and has to be stated in term of collections of probability distributions indexed, in our case, by the lengths of messages or secrets. Under such formalism, a distinguishing algorithm is one that succeeds in guessing the correct distribution with probability $ + I-', where 1 is the distribution index and c a positive constant. This definition, based on the notion of indistinguishability, is equivalent to the (possibly more natural) definition of semantic security that states that no information on a message can be derived, in polynomial-time, from seeing its encryptionif the key is not known (except for a-priori knowledge on the message). Notice that the above is a weak definition in the sense, for example, that it does not contemplate security against an adversary with additional known-plaintext information. It turns out from our results that even this weak definition suffices for constructing secure and space efficient secret sharing schemes (basically, our scheme uses a "one-time key" for each secret).
Accurate definitions, and a proof of equivalence of the indistinguishability and semantic notions can be found in [7] . (As well as a precise distinction between uniform and non-uniform definitions, an important issue that we overlook here).
We now proceed to define a computationally secure secret sharing scheme.
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1. Let CSS be an (n, m)-secret sharing scheme ('C' is for computational As in the case of encryption, also computational secret sharing schemes can be defined in the sense of semantic security. The equivalence with the above formulation is proved in a similar way to the encryption case.
A stronger definition can be stated in terms of a dynamic and adaptive adversary that progressively chooses the m -1 shares to be revealed to him depending on previously opened shares. Our construction satisfies also such a stronger definition. Finally, notice that the traditional notion of perfect secret sharing can be defined in an analogous way to Definition 2 by replacing 'polynomially indistinguishable' with 'identical' (or equivalently, by replacing polynomial-time distinguishability tests with computationally unlimited tests).
Secret Sharing with Short Shares
In order t o achieve a space efficient secret sharing scheme we combine an information dispersal scheme with a secure encryption scheme and a perfect (e.g. Shamir's) secret sharing scheme. returned fragments are unmodified. The basic idea is to add to the information, say a file F , some amount of redundancy and then to partition it into n fragments, each transmitted to one of the parties. Reconstruction of F is possible out of m (legitimate) fragments. Remarkably, each distributed fragment is of length which is clearly space optimal. Information dispersal schemes can be implemented in a variety of ways, all corresponding to the notion of erasure codes in the theory of error correcting codes (see [15, 13, 91). We note that basic information dispersal schemes do not deal with malicious parties or with secrecy of information.
Remark: For completeness, we outline the following simple information dispersal scheme based on Reed Solomon erasure codes. The information to be shared is partitioned into m equal parts where each part is viewed as an element over a finite field (e.g. GF@), for a large enough prime p ) . These m elements are then viewed as coefficients of a polynomial of degree m -1, and the n fragments for distribution are obtained by evaluating this polynomial in n different points. Clearly the whole information can be reconstructed (by interpolation) from any m fragments. We stress that for large files, it is not necessary to work on a huge field but just t o view the information as the concatenation of different polynomials. Notice the difference between such a scheme and Shamir's secret sharing in which the information is represented by the free coefficient and not by the whole polynomial (this is essential in Shamir's scheme to provide perfect secrecy but not for information dispersal where secrecy is not a concern).
We proceed t o show how to build a space efficient secret sharing scheme. Let n denote the number of parties among which the secret is t o be shared. Let m denote the threshold for our scheme, namely, m shares suffice t o construct the secret but m -1 give no (computational) information on the secret. Let S denote the secret being shared.
We assume a generic information dispersal algorithm that we denote by IDA, and which works for parameters n (number of file fragments) and m (number of required fragments t o reconstruct the file). We also assume a secure (length preserving) private key encryption function, denoted ENC, and a perfect (n, m)-secret sharing scheme (e.g. Shamir's) which we denote P S S . The space of secrets in our scheme is the same as the space of messages for the encryption function ENC. 
4.
Decrypt E using K to recover the secret S. Proof. The feasibility to reconstruct the encrypted secret E out of the m fragments Eij is inherited from the properties of the algorithm IDA. Also the reconstruction of the key K out of Kij is guaranteed by the secret sharing scheme PSS. Knowledge of E and K permits deriving S using the decryption function.
The lengths of the shares comes from the lengths of the fragments and shares,
respectively, in these schemes. (We assume the shares corresponding to the key K are of the same size as If. This is always possible given that log n < IKl, a very reasonable assumption).
As for the secrecy against a coalition of m -1 shares, the intuitive idea is clear. The m -1 fragments corresponding to E give no more information on S than E itself. On the other hand, the m -1 key-shares give no information at all on K , therefore knowing E cannot help to learn about S.
A formal proof of the secrecy uses the following simulation argument. Assume there exists a pair of secrets S' and S" and an algorithm A that distinguishes (with significant probability) between the space of shares corresponding to S' and the space corresponding to S". We construct an algorithm B to break the encryption function E N C in the sense that B can distinguish between the space of encryptions of S' and the space of encryptions of S". When B is given an encrypted version of S' or of S", call it E , it applies I D A on E t o generate n fragments E l , Ez, . . . ,En , produces at random m -1 shares according to the distribution of shares2 (the key sharing is perfect!), and gives the fragments and "shares" as input to A. Now A outputs its guess for whether the secret corresponds to S' or S"; B outputs the same guess. Since A guesses correctly with significant probability over 1/2 then B succeeds in its distinction with same probability. Therefore, B breaks the encryption function in the sense of indistinguishability.
0
We stress that the simplicity of the above proof has an important "practical" aspect. It permits a clear evaluation of the security of the scheme relative to the underlying encryption function even when this encryption function is "practically secure" (e.g. DES), rather than formally secure. Finally, we note that the issue of implementation of the "private channel" necessary between the dealer of the secret and its recipients is orthogonal to the aspect treated here. On the other hand, an insecure implementation of that channel compromises the security of the whole scheme. Using a secure encryption function (private or public key) for these channels the security of the whole system is easily provable.
Remark: Secret sharing schemes with shares shorter than the secret itself were also investigated under the information theoretic model. See, for example, [3] for a description of the so called ramp schemes. These schemes give up the perfect uncertainty on the secret provided by perfect secret sharing schemes in order to reduce the length of shares. Unfortunately, the security of these schemes is questionable (and insufficient) in many applications. Although one can show that the exact value of the secret cannot be learned as long as the number of shares revealed is under some threshold, there is a leakage of information with each opened share (below that threshold). The amount of leaked information is easy to measure but not the signi,ficance of this information, or the hardness of learning it. In other words, the approach is a quantitative one and not semantic as required in cryptography. As a simple example, an attacker to these schemes This distribution is polynomial-time samplable, e.g. use the PSS algorithm on a randomly chosen secret.
can eficiently discard a particular value (or even a set of values) for the secret just after seeing a number of shares much below the reconstruction threshold. In our scheme, on the contrary, if one uses a semantically secure encryption function this (or any other useful) information cannot be efficiently learned even from m -1 shares.
Robust Secret Sharing
The basic secret sharing scheme as introduced in section 3 assumes that share holders return correct shares. In many applications this assumption is too strong. This scenario, in which some shares can be (maliciously) corrupted, was investigated in many works (e.g. [lo, 14, 17, 41) . A robust secret sharing scheme is a secret sharing scheme that can correctly recover the secret even in the presence of a (bounded) number of corrupted shares, while keeping the secrecy requirement.
In this case, in addition to the threshold parameter m, a bound t on the number of malicious parties in the system is to be specified. It is necessary that t < m (a coalition of only malicious parties cannot reconstruct the secret), and m 5 n -t (there are enough good parties to reconstruct the secret). This two relations imply that 2t < n, i.e. a majority of honest parties is required. Clearly, it is not possible anymore to require that any subset of m parties can recover the secret (since part of them can be faulty). Instead we require that any coalition containing m honest parties (i.e. from any subset of shares containing at least m correct shares) can reconstruct the secret.
Our goal in this section is to present a robust secret sharing scheme which preserves the space efliciency of the construction described in section 3.
The first solution to the problem of designing robust secret sharing schemes was presented by McElice and Sarwate [lo] where error correcting code techniques are used t o enhance the original Shamir's scheme against share corruption. It tolerates up to n/3 cheaters and the security is unconditional. That is, secrecy is perfect, recovery is guaranteed (with probability l), and no computational assumptions are done. Their solution cannot be applied t o our needs since it requires shares (at least) as long as the secret itself. The same (space) drawback exists in all other solutions designed against computationally unlimited adversaries. A different approach is used by %bin in [14] , where shares are fingerprinted in order to detect possible alterations. Since fingerprints intended to work against resource bounded adversaries can be small and unrelated to the information length, this approach can be used to keep the space efficiency of our construction. Rabin's solution uses public key signatures for fingerprinting.
(Notice that fingerprints based on private keys are unsuitable since differentmutually suspicious -parties need t o verify the shares).
Therefore, our construction of Section 3 is modified such that at time of share distribution both the fragments Ei corresponding to the encrypted secret E as well as the key shares Ki are signed (using the private signing key of the dealer).
When the secret is reconstructed, the public verification key for that dealer is used to verify the correctness of the shares. The total amount of information added to each share depends only on the security parameter and not on the shares or secret themselves. Therefore, the efficiency of our scheme is preserved.
This solution, although space efficient, requires the implementation of a public key system to support public signatures. This has a significant cost in administration, key management and computation. In addition, it requires to know the identity of the dealer that generated the secret (which is not always desirable) and a time-stamp mechanism t o avoid replay attacks. (Notice that in our basic solution no need for a public-key system exists).
The above drawbacks related t o the use of public-key signatures are overcome using the recently introduced distributed fingerprints [9] that permit fingerprinting the information through a method that requires no public key system, uses no secret keys at all, is time and space efficient, does not require the signer's identity or time-stamp techniques. It just requires a global public one-way hash function and the existence of a majority of honest parties. The latter condition is also part of the requirements for any robust secret sharing scheme, and therefore does not constitute a limitation here. Moreover, the distributed fingerprint scheme uses distribution among the parties in the system for fingerprint protection, which fits naturally in the secret sharing model. We refer to [9] for details on these fingerprints.
Further Work
Our results have many immediate applications (examples appear in the introduction). We expect also less immediate applications to emerge in the future. In addition, many of the questions investigated for traditional secret sharing schemes are relevant t o space-efficient computational secret sharing schemes. We mention here two questions which seem particularly attractive.
In this paper we have dealt with space efficient threshold schemes. More general schemes classified according to their access structures (cf. [l] ) are investigated in the literature, mostly in the context of perfect secrecy. A natural question is whether the space efficiency can be carried over more general access structures than just threshold schemes. Our scheme can be easily extended to deal with some of these structures but it is not clear how general these structures can be. Since in our approach we apply regular secret sharing schemes t o the sharing of the encryption key, then this part of the protocol can be treated as for traditional secret sharing. In this sense the question reduces to deal with access structures for information dispersal. The interested reader is referred to [12] that deals with information dispersal over arbitrary graphs.
Another question is whether verifiable secret sharing can be done in a spaceefficient way. While robust secret sharing deals with potentially corrupted share holders, verifiable secret sharing deals also with corrupted dealers of the secret that can distribute inconsistent shares in order to prevent legal coalitions of reconstructing the secret (cf. [5]). We mention here, very briefly, the strong relation between space efficient verifiable secret sharing and fair cryptography [ll]. A more desirable approach than sharing the keys used to encrypt information with escrow agencies, is to share with them each individual message. (Here 'to share' is in a sense analogous to that of 'secret sharing', namely, the information can be acceded only if a number of escrow agencies collaborate to do that). The drawback with sharing the key is that once a key is "opened" all messages (past and future) encrypted with that key can be open. Sharing individual messages solves this problem, but it is impractical to realize it through regular secret sharing schemes which require the replication of the amount of information for encryption, transmission and storage. In this sense the need for short shares is clear. On the other hand, verifiability is also necessary, otherwise the escrow agencies can be given shares that do not reconstruct the message. Further elaboration of this application is beyond the scope of this paper.
